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A research project to determine sane of the factors affecting the
hatching of northern pike eggs under hatchery conditions, and the ez
tent which they might influence such operations was undertaken at Lisbon,
North Dakota, during the spring of 195k.

The hatchery facilities used

were located at the North Dakota State Gene and Pish Department hatchery
at Lisbon.

The resesrcb project was conducted from April 12, 195k to

May 10, 195k.
Through reviewing the literature and inquiring of other organisstions that work with northern pike, it is evident that very little has
been published on the artificial propagation of this fish.

Northern

pike have been hatched in this manner for a good many years, but few r.
search findings, if any such research has been carried on, have been
put into print.

Several states, among them North Dakota, Ohio, and

Michigan, az's carrying on research projects on this subject at the pre..

sent time.

Since there is so little available information written concerning
the propagation of the pike, it was decided that research along this
line could be carried on in conjunction with the usual spawn taking and
egg batching at the North Dakota stations.
The northern pike, Jeox lucius Ltnnaeua, is looked upon as an inportent game fish throughout most of its range due to the fact that it
is not particular as to what it eats, thus it can be caught by ne*rly
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water game fishes.

cce a useful means in son. areas,

slowly contro

the undesirable

wstars. A third reason that the pike is so iortsxEt to management
agents is that a quick return is received. These fish not only help

ftflhjfr 1tke sa3mon end t'out, can be captured on spawning runs, their
eggs taken end batched in hatcheries.

speinting of pike the mortality wee over 99 percent, end in an experi'

ment there in 1937, the aturel mortality was greater then 99
cent (3, p. 135).

3/14

per.

EerinerLts in Ohio in 1954 shoved a natural

mortality of over 99 3/14 percent too (5, p. 7).

Thus, a greeter percent

of success can be obtained in artificial zopagstion, even though a
larger total number of fish will not be hatched in hatcheries than in
the wild,

LIFE HISTORY

Among the most widely used coon names of the pike are the fol.
loving:

northern pike, con pike, great northeri pike, jack fish,

snake, pickerel, jack pike, and pike.

The name most accepted and. eeem

ingly the best fitted to this fish is northern pike.
The northern pike is netur*ll

found over moSt of northern North

skellunge has dark markings on a lighter' background duet the opposite

trt the pike.)

Th. dorsal tin is located tar' beck on the body, jiust

above the anal tin, end contains lb to 19 rays.

There are lb to 16

brancbioetegal rays, end 5 or fever mandibular pores on the under side
of each heif of the lover jaw.
the lateral line.

There are approzlmetely 3.25 scales in

The front end the top of the head are without scales,

the cheeks are fully scaled, end the lower halt of the operele is
scaleless.

The pike grave rapidly and to large size, reaching 0 pounds

and 3 to b feet in length.
The growth rate of this fish depends upon the productivity of the
body of water in which it is found arid in the length of the growing
season.

Throughout its range the average length at the end of the first

year would be about 8 inches, and around 14- to 17 inches at the end of
two years.

In some shallow lakes in southwestern North Dakota pike

reached a length of 16 to 18 inches in one year, end were 20 inches

long by the end at their second mmer'. Under normal growing conditions,
the northern pike grows considerably in length but little in weight until
it reaches 18 to 20 inches

At that length the fish begins to put on

re weight end girth in proportion to its length.

reach sexual maturity
23 tnchee (8, p. 53).

in

ie 9r*Lnmr ily

the third year, at an average size of 1.7 to

Those growing faster may become Spawner's at two

years of' age, and yearling fish of 3.3 to 15 inches have been captured

onepewningruns (15, p. 528).
Eggs will range in size from one-twelfth of an inch to about onethird inch, smaller fish and fix'at spawner. having the smaller ones,
usually.

Observations of workers at egg-taking stations in Nor'th Dakota

silt or clay, unless the bottom is composed of firm material end wave
action can keep them aerated.

The young fish ordinarily remain in

these areas for the first year, or until the water level forces them
out into deeper depths or beck into the lake.
The first food of the young pike is made up of small crustaceans,
aquatic insects arid their larvae, and other small organisms.

However,

in a few weeks these fish begin to feed on other fish, which make up
the greatest part of their food from that time on.

Pike do not adhere

strictly to other fish, but will eat any animal matter that they can
swallow, including turtles, frogs, muskrats, young ducks, mice, and
such.

They are voracious feeders, requiring enormous supplies of foods

$nd will remain actively feeding all year long.
The northern pike is found in a wide variety of habitats, from
extremely large, cold, and deep lakes and streams with a fair current
to sluggish streams and shallow, warm ponds.

Since the latter are

frequently very fertile and contain an abundant supply of food organ-

In

isms, these fish are best suited to the shallower bodies of water.
them the pike thrives and grows rapidly.

The following results and statements were obtained from the North

Dakota Game and Fish Department concerning its methods of pike batching
operations (9, p. 1):

"It has been a common practice during the spawn taking of northern
pike to trap the fish during the first part of their spawning run, and
if the fish are not in condition for spawning, to hold them in large

cribs constructed. of netting material until the water temperatures halve

gotten to a stage where the fish are ready to spawn.

liatching success

from fish that have been held in such a manner as compared to fish taken
from the traps and imnediately spawned has definitely indicated that the
proper way to handle the fish, at least under conditions in North Dakota,

would be to take the fish from the traps, take the ripe fish and imediately spawn them when they are removed from the traps, and turn loose
the fish that are not ready for spawning at that particular time, rather
than to hold them in cribs.
'tExperiinents carried out with the hatch from eggs taken from one

individual indicate that the eggs that come out during the first part
of the spswn taking are the eggs from which the better success is gained

t the hatchery.'
Zn this respect, it was also suggested that the spawn taker should
take only from 30 to 60% of the eggs that come out first, to insure that
only ripe eggs were obtained.

North Dakota further indicated that

efforts should. be taken to keep egg.taking operations as clean as

OSSid

hi. end not to slav mucous from the fish to drip or mix with the eggs
They stated that the dry method of egg-taking is probably the best.
Finally they stated, 'jn fish of the size from four to eight pounds
at least one male should be used with each female, end it would probably
be better if two males were used if they were available at the time.
The eggs should not be stirred with the finger.

Rather they can be

stirred veil enough by swirling the eggs in the spawn taking pan;
mixing the wilt very thoroughly.

Experiments carried out with various

harmless dyes have proven that the sperm will permeate completely

8

throughout the mass of eggs by swirling the pans and not using any type
of mechanical agitation."
Recent tests in North Dakota indicate that the eggs should be hardened at the egg-taking station for three or four hours before being
transported to the hatchery.

They may be held in screen trays at the

hatchery from 12 to 24. hours with no aparent berm (9, p. 3)

The following results were obtained at the Federal Fish Cultural
Station located at Valley City, North Dakota.

Batches of eggs from

Lake Darling that were batched at this station had no success.

Most of

the eggs were moved to the new hatchery at Bald fill Dam and run in water
from the reservoir.

The highest percent of hatch received on the eggs

from Buffalo Lodge Lake was about one-half of a percent.

eggs taken from

Bald Hill Reservoir were hatched at the Valley City hatchery, and success

was about 3

on the combined groups

higher and lower on individual groups

The batching success ranged both
These eggs were taken in a

similar manner to those hatched ecperimental1y at the Lisbon hatchery.
Another group of eggs taken from the Sheyenne River within two miles of
the hatchery were batched at the Federal hatchery.
obtained on this group.

A success of 51* was

This latter group was handled in a similar man-

ner to those from Bald Hill Reservoir (6, p.
Workers at the United States Fish and WilAlife Service Hatchery at
Guttenberg, Iowa, experimented with the use of cheesecloth bags as containers for the eggs during the hardening stage.
success 'with this method.

They had considerable

Other Federal stations have been using wire

baskets to hold the eggs during the hardening period with successful

results (U, p. 2).

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service Hatchery at Valley
City, North Dakota, used veil water during most of its hatching operaations and had little trouble with the eggs sticking in the ,jars.

Rove.

ever, when they switched to the use of river water, from the Sbeyenne
River, the eggs began to stick and required much more attention from
the workers (6, p. 1).

George Butler, of the Manitoba D,partment of Mines and Natural
Resources, has found that apparently any delays between taking the eggs
and placing them in the hatcheries and also exposure to direct sunlight
Will result in considerable mortality to the eggs (2, p. 2).

Leslie Bennett, of the New London, Minnesota, Federal Hatchery
states that in his 15 years of hatchery work, the best percent of hatch

that he has obtained on northern pike was 6%, and that that wasn't on
the entire hatch (I, p. 1).
The State of Wisconsin has obtained hatching success of 85 to 90%
by using the following methoda (12, p. 1).
1.

Check femelea in nets to determine if they are ripe

so that eggs flow easily.
2.

Take the eggs and. fertilize a pen of thee as quickly

as possible, within 3 to

minutes after spawn taker begins

to strip eggs.
3.

Wash sperm from eggs with lake water and transfer

eggs to submerged carrying screens as quickly as possible,
within 6 minutes.
lê.

Let them water harden at least 15 minutes.

Transport eggs on screens bundled together in an

angle iron case submerged

in

water to the hatchery.

Time

20 minutes to 6 hours later,
.

Eggs are put up dlrectl,y in hatching jars. Eggs will

stick together but the lumps are just put in the Jars.
6.

After several days the egg lumps are feathered apart.

The eggs then roll verr nicely e.n4 no longer stick together.
7.

A siphon is used to remove any injured or dead eggs.

The following is a report of an experiment carried on by the Mich.
igan Department of Conservation in the spring of 19

(16, p. 1):

"This spring we collected eight quarts of pike eggs frcsi Lac Vieux

Desert, Gogebic County. The flab were taken in fyke nets in shallow,
mucky bays at the mouths of inlets on April 27 and 28. The eggs were
taken by the ry method, i.e., a moistened pan was used.

Since the

females ran small in size, eggs fron several females were taken in the
same enameled pen with milt being added fron the males after each fe.

male vu stripped. No more than O.h*1f quart of eggs was taken per

U
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is as follows (7, p. 102):

Tke care not to get slime on the eggs.
Strip eggs into a pan and fertilize immediately.
Use fingers to mix thoroughly together.
Allow to stand 2 to 3 minutes, then add fresh water.
Add mucky water and mix thoroughly with the eggs to
keep them separate.

In one to 2 minutes wash thoroughly, swirling the pans
several times.

Sot aside to harden, then place in battery jars.
If eggs stick in the jars, use a feather on them to
loosen them up end keep them rolling.

Woiters at the Federal Hatchery at Hew London, Minnesota, found
that when malachite green was used on the eggs as a fungus control,
the eggs so treated did not stick in the jars, but that the control
(untreated) eggs did.

The treated eggs also had a batching success of

20%, whereas those in the control group had a success of but 10%.
However, a similar experiment at the Federal Hatchery at Guttenburg,
love revealed no difference in the hatching success of the two similar
ily treated groups (li, p. 30).

Leslie Bennett of Minnesota suggested that yellow clay should be
used as a muck for the eggs before they are brought to the hatchery, to
insure that the eggs will not stick together.

He also seid that the

eggs should be washed thoroughly out in the field, and that the eggs
should be washed several times or placed in moving water to insUre this.
Re advocated stirring the eggs by band while in the hardening stage
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(l,p. 1).
The following substances were suggested to be used on the eggs
to keep them from sticking together by various organizations: Clay,
cornstarch, and powdered calcium carbonate.

Wisconsin intimates that

nOthing shou)4 be used, that the eggs will separate in due time (12,
p. 1).

Malachite green was suggested to be used as a fungicide, and

'Pbygon-iL" was suggested toz the water stppiy, to combat unicellular
algae (11, p. 3).

Experiments conducted in Ohio in l951 utilized the following
methods of handling the eggs and sperm during fertilization of the

1.

Eggs stripped into moist pan and milt into the eggs.

2.

Eggs stripped into a moist pan, milt into water and

poured over the eggs.
3.

Eggs stripped into

inch of water and ailt into eggs

and stirred.

Eggs stripped into

inch of water and milt into eggs,

not stirred.
5.

Eggs stripped into moist pan, inilt picked up with a

burette containing water and distributed over the eggs.
The hatching success for the five methods was as follows:
1 * 50 percent, 2 - 28.7 percent, 3 - 20 percent,
5 - 22 percent.

i.

e6 percent, end

This would indicate that method number I was the most

successful, closely foUtiwed b:y method number

(5, p.5).

Prom past experience in North Dakota, correspondence with other
organizations, and from the little that has been published, the following facts are known about the artificial propagation of northern
pike eggs:

The eggs can be stripped from the adult fish, as can the wilt or
sperm from the male, and can be fertilized on the site.

The eggs bould

be hardened before being placed in battery 1ex's for best success.

Usually the eggs stick in the jars during hatching, unless treated. with

some substance or thoroughly hard.
jars.

The eggs can be hatched in battery

Success of hatching vane, greatly but is usually much lover

thafl for other fish that are artificially propagated. Water temperatures
apparently affect the eggs to some degree.

Water temperatures can be

controlled, thue the length of time the eggs take to hatch can be governed

The length of time that the eggs take to hatch is controlled by the

water temperatures.

Pike embryos sometimes hatch dead nd pike fry are

as delicate to handle as are the eggs.

Fungus attacks the eggs at times,

but can be controlled, and usually doesn't attack healthy eggs.

Due to the lack of information on the subject of artificial prOpa
gation of northern pike, the study wee undertaken to experiment with
various methods of handling and transporting northern pike eggs.

This

yes attempted in order to discover any weak links that might shed some
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light on vhy the normal hatching success is so lou.

One of the

problems in artificial hatching of theee eggs is having an available
brood supply near the hatcheries.
Three egg-tsking stations were established, two at greet distances
tram the hatchery and one within about 50 miles.

Individual stripping

Crews were pieced on duty at each station, using similar methods but
Changing or varying these methods from time to time

The egg-taking

Stitions were situated at Lake Darling, vest of Minot and about 260
sir-miles from the hatchery; at Buffalo Lodge Lake, east of Minot
about 200 air-idles from the hatchery; and at Bald Hill Reservoir
(Lake Ashtabule), about 50 miles from the hatchery.

The hatchery used

was the state owned hatchery at Lisbon, North Dakota.

EQUm*aft USED

The following is a list of all equipment used during the spawn..

taking, transportation of eggs, and hatching operations of this research
project:

Rubber intake hose and screen.
Electric pump.

Gasoline emergency pump.
Lead pipe -- to conduct water.
Metal storage tank.

Gas-burning boiler -- to beet hatchery water.
Fine screen -- at water inlet to troughs.

Battery

constructed of wood, having a supply trough located above

hatching jars end a trough to convey water away below that.
n

to furaish water to jars.

Rubber tubing

about l feet long or less, which wez'e attached

to the faucets and led the water into the jars.
Metal cylinders .- into which the rubber tubes were inserted and

Hatchery

or

battery jars .. round jars aboit 2 to 24 t..t tall,

the tops of th. jars.

The plastic jars were much lighter in weight

then were glass jars af the same size.

i1L
feet high, by 3 t.*t wide, by 20 feet lug. These tanks were used to
teoper th. containers of eggs, to bold the trays and such that the

through the battery.
Hardening trays

uade with wooden sides, 15 inches square by

3 inches high, and having window screen bottons.

Veatbera

wing feathers of turkeys attached tO the ends of

Uditsr sticks, about 15 inches long.
with bfl they were in the hatchery jars.

Used to stir the eggs

Wire spoon

made of window screen end attached to the end of

a smell stick, about 15 inches long..

Used to remove foreign matter

from the hatchery Jars.

Siphon -

made of

inch rubber tubing attached to a one.foot

piece of copper tubing,. end about 6 fset long.

Used to siphon dead

eggs end foreign metez'ial frcm the jars.
4etel pails

used to muck end wash eggs in, and to siphon

eggs into.

Boop or tyke nets .- used to capture brood stock.
Raiding cribs Metal boats

made of netting materiel.

- used to transport fish from traps to cribs and also

used by personnel.

Bnamelware pans

into which the eggs and atlt were stripped *nd

Gallon jars -- to transport eggs.
Cardboard cartons
Airplane

to carry jars.

Piper "8upercub, to transport eggs,

Pickup truck

to haul eggs.

Automobile -- to haul eggs.

Thermometers
Microscopes

to check water arid air temperatures.

to check the water supp1r nd the egg development.

Oxygen testing equipment.
Jackson turbidimeter

to check hatchery water supply.

Boop nets construCted of treated cotton material end equipped with

long leads or wings of the same substance were set in the shallow
areas of the lakes, where the adult northern pike were known to con
gregete during their epewning runs.

The fish were captured in these

nets and then transferred to holding cribs that were constructed of
similar but heavier netting.

These cribs were located near the

spavniu..taking camp or headquarters, which were but temporary scenes of

operation,

Th. fish were removed from the live.trepe each morning,

placed in boats filled with water, and transported to the cribs to be
held until they were reedy to spawn.

EARDLING EGGS AND BROOD STOCK

As the fish became "ripe" and reedy to spawn, they were remo'v.a

from the holding crib by one worker end banded to the spawn taker.
The following method was used at Lake Darling, by the crew there:
The adult pike were held in the cribs until ripe, or until time
permitted. for stripping.

moist, enamelvare pens.

eggs ath sperm were stripped into shallow,
First one male was stripped into the pen,

then one female, then another male

All eggs were taken from each

female, regardless as to whether or not all eggs were ready to come at
the same time

The apevn..tsker handled each fish firmly.

The sperm

nd eggs were mixed immediately by pouring the contents of one pen
gently into another pan and beck again.

Fingers were not used to mix

them.

The fertilized eggs were then poured into gallon Jars, which bad
been previously tilled about one-fourth fuil of water.

Several pans of

fertilized eggs, with surplus sperm still aimed amongst them, were
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poured into the jars until each jar wee one-fourth to one-half full
of eggs.

This procedure took from 15 to 30 minutes.

The jars of eggs

were then shaken violently to swirl the eggs and sperm around.

The

jars were also turned end for end several times in order to thoroughly

mix the eggs and sperm and to wash the eggs. Sw1us water was then
poured off, new water added, the jars shaken again, and the water wee
once sore poured out.

The jars ol eggs were filled with water, and

placed under the surface of the lake end sealed.

They were then set

aside for about an hour.
At the end of sri hour's time,

se

time permitted, the eggs were

washed in the jars by changing the water and. rinsing about five times.

These jars of fertilized eggs were held at the spawn-taking station until

enough jars ecctu1ated to sake up one airplane load.
usually two dey's spawn take.

This amount was

Thus, about one-half of the load was h.ld

shout 2& hours before being flown to the hatchery.

The jars of eggs

Crid water were then shipped to the hatchery in cardboard cartons.

Most

of them were sent by airplane, but some were transported by private cer.
The methods of handling the eggs and the brood stock at Buffalo
Lodge Lake was quite similar, except that the eggs were not handled so
violently during the washing process.

The eggs taken at Bald Hill Re-

servoir were stripped from the females more gently, only the ripe ones
being taken.

They were veahed from 5 to 8 times iimmdiete3.y upon being

fertilized. The eggs were also washed gently by changing the water in
the pans and pouring it out again.
Shipments of eggs from Lake Darling station end from Buffalo Lodge
Lake station were transported to the hatchery by both automobile and by

airplane or by combinations of the two methods. AU shipments of
eggs from Bald Kill Reservoir were taken to the hatchery by pick-up
truck.

Most of the eggs from all eggtaking stations were shipped in

gallon jars of water, which were pieced in cardboard cartons.

Rowe

ever, some groups from Bald E.tU Reaervir were sent in open containers
of water, I. e. enameiware and metal pails.

1UR PROCDUR
The shipments of eggs were taken from the airport to the hatchery
by truck.

As soon as the cases of eggs or containers of eggs arrived

at the hatchery, the temperature of the water in the containers was
taken.

if it was different from that of the hatchery water, the con-

tainers were placed under water in a large tank of hatchery water and
allowed to temper until th. water temperatures were equalized, or until
time permitted to further care for the eggs.
After tempering, the eggs were usuell.y washed several times by

changing the water in the containers and rinsing.
allowed to harden by various methods

The eggs were then

Some were placed in cheese-cloth

bags and suspended in the slowly moving water of the big tank, some
were left in the original Jars, after being washed, with the lids re-

moved nd placed under water, end the majority of the groups were poured
into wire trays which floated in the water.

Raving hardened for various

periods of time, the eggs were ready to be placed in the battery jars.
Some groups were mucked with a clay solution before being placed in
the Jars, then rinsed several times and placed on the battery.
two quarts of eggs were first placed in each battery Jar.

About

As the eggs

quit sticking together or it they did not stick, they were doubled
up so that about three quarts of them were in each battery jar.

If

the eggs stuck, as most of the un-mucked ones &id, they were stirred
or worked loose with feathers tied to the ends of smell wooden handles.
The early groups of eggs were stirred quite regularly, whereas the
latsi' groups were touched only if they began to rise to the top of the

jars, due to the water pressure below the clumps of sticking eggs.
The eggs wer, checked regularly every few minutes until they began
to roll properly.

Then they were checked every hour, when the water

temperatures, air temperatures, end such were checked.

Periodically,

as time perrnitted, the deed eggs were siphoned oft the tops of the
hatching jars.

The dead eggs were lighter in weight than the live ones

and eventually kept working to the top as the eggs continued to roll in
the jars

These dead eggs were then disposed of so as not to have them

around the hatchery to serve as suitable medium for fungus.

The eggs

that remained. in the battery jars were kept there until they hatched.
UATCBEI

WATER SUPPLY

During the first pert of the batching period, a13. of the hatchery

Water was obtained from the Sheyenne River.

The upstairs battery Wee

supplied by a pump, which pumped the water out of the river and into a
storage tank in th. attic of the hatchery building.

The water ran from

there, by gravity, down into the boiler, through it, and into the supply
trough.

The regular pump was an electric one.

However, a gasoline

operated pump was used in the event of electrical failure.

The battery

in the basement was fed by th. water from the one upstairs, after it had

been used there, or by direct gravity flow from the river.

The bsse

ment battery wee below the level of the water above the dam in the
river, thus one battery could be run at all times in case neither ot
the pumps worked.

Shortly after hatchery operations began, a well was dug outside the
hatchery and the upper battery wee run on well water from that point on.
The electric pump was moved. from the river pump house end placed by the
well.

The well water was pumped up into the upper battery directly, by..

passing both the storage tank snd the boiler.

After this Water was

used, it was returned to the well, as th. well did not produce enough
water to continually supply the battery.

Periodically used water was

drained out of the hatchery so that a c*plete change of water in the

well could be obtained every day or so.
Water straining devices were placed over the ends of the hoses,
which carried the water from the river end from the veil.
email obstacles still entered the hatchery water supply.

However,

These foreign

obstacles consisted of debris, insects end larvae, algae, silt, etc.
A wire screen,. constructed of fine window screening, was placed at the

point where the water entered the battery trough.

This screen c*

most of the material; only the very minute substances going through.
Any such items as were not caught, or that passed through when
the screens were removed for cleaning, were siphoned. oft or removed
free the battery Jars by a smell spoon, which was also made of fine
window screening.

Thue, the eggs were kept as clean as possible st all

times.

The water course through the hatchery was as follows:
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was causing the death of many of the eggs on the battery,

In the

battery jars, this algae coating was also causing the eggs to stick
together.

Then too, the algae on the eggs produced gas-bubbles which,

in turn, carried or floated the eggs up to the tops of the jars and
Out into the troughs.

Thus a continual watch had to be maintained

and the feathers used to release the bubbles of' gas from the eggs and

from the sides of the jars.
Nearly all of the eggs that were placed cn the battery without
being mucked in clay solution would begin to stick after a few days,
or hours.

In order to keep them from rising to the top and floating

out of the jars, when water pressure became too great under the mass of
eggs, they were stirred from time to time with the feathers.
the groups received much more stirring than did others.

Some of

Some of the

first groups were stirred almost continually, whereas some of the later
groups were not touched unless water pressure forced them to the top.
Then a hole was started along the side of the jar to relieve the pressure and to allow the eggs to settle back to the bottom, and. the eggs
were allowed. to stick until they began to work loose by themselves.

AU of' the first groups were finally mucked with clay in order to make
them roll freely.

None of' the last groups were unicked.

allowed to stick and to work free in a few days.

They were

One group, that was

brought from Bald. Hill Reservoir immediately after being taken from

the fish, was placed on the battery without being mucked and did not
stick at any time.

After eleven days of operation at the hatchery, the river water
cleared up so that it was clas*ed as clear,

However, eggs put on river
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water in the battery 3ars, continued to turn dark in a few d*ys.
The upper battery was run on the river water for the first nine days
of the hatching period,

Then a well was dug outside the hatchery

building, near the river, and plumbing was completed in a few days.

Well

The upper battery was then cleaned out, scrubbed, and drained.

water was run into the battery and it was operated on this water for
the rest of the hatching period

This well water was of nearly the

same temperature as was the river water, and continued to be so
throughout the operating of the hatchery.

During the first two days

that the well water was running through the battery, it was very tur-'
bid.

The turbidity recordings ranged from 100 to eOO p.p.m.

Then on

the third day it cleared and became turbid only when the level in the
well was drawn dawn quite a ways.
to 125 p.p.m.

That day the readings ranged from 0

Prom the fourth day on the water was absolutely clear.

Then on the 17th day, there was a trace of turbidity, not meesureable.
After about two weeks of running the upper battery on well water,
this water began to become slimey and took on a rather offensive odor.
Whereas fungus showed up on the dead eggs in the river water in about
four days, no fungus appeared on the eggs run on well water.
was present in the well water, either.

No algae

The oxygen content of both the

river end veil Water was sufficient at all times.

Dead eggs in the

veil water did not turn dark in color, but retained their golden-orange
hue at all times.

They also did not become soft and light and work to

the top, as did those in the river water.

The eggs in the well water

remained bard, though deed, end did not separate from the good eggs
until they had been on the battery nearly two weeks.

Then they began

to separate rapidly.

The upper battery was started on heated river water nd run on
such for the first two days of batching.
Just slightly above 50 degrees F.

The heated water was kept

The boiler wee then turned off for

The temperature of the river water had risen to nearly

four days.

equal that of the bested water within about two days after the hatching
began.

After having been off for four days, the boiler' was turned on

rather' high, since the eggs were being lost anyway

This time the

water was heated for about three day-s and kept in the high 50's.

The

veil water' nd the unheated river water r'emeined in the high p40's end

near 50., for the first fifteen days of the hatching.

On the 16th

day the water in both the river and the well increased rapidly in
temperature, making a three to five degre. climb in one day.

After two

days of such temperatures, the water became normal again for two days.
Then a cold spell occured and the water temperatures in both river and
well lowered rapidly, remaining in the low and aid forties for slightly
over a week.

During the first part of the hatchery operations, the air tempera
tures kept warming slightly, then a "cold snep' occured during the last
two days of April and the first week in May, With snmv flurries, wind,
end much cloudy weather.

Air temperatures dropped down to freezing and

below nearly every night for more than a week.

Thus, the air tempera.

ture lines followed the same trend as those of this water.

The following groups of eggs were run in river water entirely
throughout the hatching periode

Buffalo Lodge Lake Groups I, tI, XII, I, and V.
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Lake Darling Groups I, II, III, VI, VII, VIII, and IX.
Bald Hill Reservoir Group III.
The following groups were started on well water, then switched
to river water:

Lake Darling Groups V and X,

The following groups were run entirely on well water through.
out the hatching period:

Buffalo Lodge Group X.

Bald Hill Reservoir Groups I and U.

The pike eggs

ued for experimental purposes in this research

project were separated into three general categories, determined by
where they were taken.

These three general classifications were divid-

ed into individual groups, dependent upon the time that they were taken.
These groups were further broken down into batches of eggs, vhen parts

of grops were treated differently at the hatchery.

If groups were

not broken down into batches, the entire group was handled as a unit.

BUP?ALO LODGE LAKE

The following experimental groups of eggs were taken from pike
captured at Buffalo Lodge Lake:
GROUP I.
Eggs taken:

2OO p.m.,

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

321,940.

-l2-5l,

Water 62°?, Air 6°r.
Number of eggs per linear inch:

10.5.
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M.thod of transporting:

By airplane. Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of wetr.
Arrived at hatchery:

6:30 p.m.,

Tepez'ature of vate in abipped containers

9t.°F.

Hatchery conditions upon arrivals Water 50°!., Air 720,.,
'urbittty, trace.
Time tempered:

i4 hours.

Time and method hardened:

Prcei 6:30 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

Not hardened, placed imeedietely on

the battery.

Placed on bøttery:

8:00 p.m.,

-i3-5.

Conditions on battery: Water 50F., Mr 63°!., Turbidity,
trace.

Eggs eyed;

12:00 a.a., t42l5I4.

Conditions:

Water 55°L, Air J460P., Turbidity, trace.

]ggs hatched:

12:00 p.m.,

Conditions: Water 550P., Mr
!tnal disposition:
the Sheyenne River,
Remarks:

Turbidity, trace.

Embryos taken from hatchery and stocked in

2-54.

Twenty-eight end onshs3f hours elapsed between the time

that the eggs were taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

The jars of eggs were placed in the big tenks to temper imeediately.
They were tempered for i4 hours, removed and placed jumediately on the
battery, without being placed in hardening trays and without being
mucked.

The eggs were atcrtett in two jars, then spread out into four

jars 1)1 hours later.

Three jars of eggs were mucked with corn starch

23 hours after being placed on the battery.

One jar (jar-A) was left
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untreated, as a control.

The first three Jars were aucked with a clay solution 5 hours
after being aucked with the corn etsrch, 28 hours after being placed

on th battery.

Again, Jar-A was left untreated.

The niucked eggs were

doubled up Into two Jars 4k hours after being started.

Fungus began

to appear on deed eggs 4 days after they were placed on the battery.
The mucked eggs were again doubled up into one Jar, as deed eggs continued to be removed.

Finally, the mucked eggs end control jerA

were mixed together and placed in one Jar about 5

days after being

placed on the battery.
The eggs began to eye..out in a little acre than 7 days after be-

ing started on the battery.
8 days.

They began to hatch in a little lees than

Most of the eggs seemed to be batching out deed.

Those hatch-

ing dead had deflated yolk.uce and the eye-spot appeared not to hew's
been propeily developed.

The remaining embryos (about 30,000) that were

in healthy condition 'were Liberated in the Sheyenne IUver 10 days after

being placed on the battery.

GROUP II, NO, X

Eggs taken:

3:00 pm., 413.5lI.

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

321,640.

Method of transporting:

Water 6°p., Air 8°p.
Number of eggs per linear inch:
By airplane.

Eggs shipped in sealed ge

jars of water.

Arrived at hatchery:

10.5.

6:30 a.m., 4431i.

Temperature of 'water in shipped containers:

64°?.
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Hatchery conditions upon arrival: Water 50°?., Air 72°?.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

2

hours. From 6:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m.

Time and method hardened:

124 hours, in gauze bags.

?laced on battery: 9:00 n.m., lm5.
Conditions on battery: Water 51°?., Air 600?., Turbidity,

trace.
Final disposition: No hatch, all eggs thrown out.
Remarks:

Three and. ane..hal.f hours elapsed between the time that

the eggs were taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.
The 3ere of eggs were pieced in the big tank to temper inmiediately.
They were tempered for t'w hours, removed and placed in gauze begs to
harden. They 'were then removed from the gauze bags, after hardening

for 124 hours, and pieced on the battery, without being mucked

The

eggs were started in three Jars, then changed into four Jars 1 hour

later. All jars 'were ,nucked with corn starch U hours after being
placed on the battery. Then all jars were mucked with a clay solution

end spread out into five jars 1h hours after being started.
The boiler 'was turned off 224 hours after the eggs were placed on

the battery, as the river 'water temperature had risen The eggs were
doubled up into three jars I8 hours after being started on the battery.
Fungus began to appear 34 days after starting. Dead eggs were continually removed as they worked to the tops of the jars. Two quarts
of deed eggs were removed on the fourth day. The remaining eggs 'were

doubled up into one jar after 5 days. The remaining eggs were finally
thrown out alter about U days.

The eggs began sticking together arid to the sides of the battery
jars a few hours after being placed on the battery.

They were worked

over with a feather to keep them fr'cm floating out of the jars and in
order to try and get them to rolling.

They still stuck, therefore, they

were mucked with the corn stereh, and later with the clay solution to
get them rolling.

After being inucked they rolled very well.

GROUP II, NO. 2.

Eggs taken:

3:oo p.m.,

i3-51.

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

Water

Air 58°F.

540,90. Number of eggs per linear inch: 10.

Method of transporting:

By airplane

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.

Arrived at hatchery:

6:30 p.m.,

Temperature of water in shipped containers:
Hatchery conditions upon arrivel:

0
F.

Water 5OF., Air 720,.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

3.6 hours.

From 6:30 p.m.,

135I until

10:30 a.m., Is1A..51..

Time and method hardened:
Placed on battery:

Left in original jar's over night.

10:30 e.a.,

Conditions an battery:

Water 2°?., Air 6907., Turbidity,

trace.

Final &tsposition:
Remarks:

No hatch, all eggs thrown out.

Three and one..half hours elapsed between the time that

the eggs were taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

The jars of eggs were placed in the big tank to tenper immediately.
They were tempered for i6 hours, or rather were allowed to harden in
the jars overnight.

They were then removed, washed, and placed on the

battery, without being mucked.

They were started in five jars.

jar (jar.A) was uniched with a clay solution 3

on the battery.

One

hours after being placed

The eggs bad begun to stick within 3 hours after

starting.

In hopes that fewer eggs per jar would allow them to roll prop-

any, the eggs were spread out into six jars 7r hours after being
placed on the battery.

after 9 hours

Another jar (jer.3) was nnxcked with corn starch

The unmucked eggs were doubled up so that the group was

back to five jars again, 10 hours after being put on. AU jars, except
jarA were mucked with a clay solution after lie hours.

Jar-A had been

treated with a clay solution 10 hours earlier, and had been rolling

very well since that te

Meanwhile, the eggs in the other jars had

been sticking all that time.
The boiler was turned off 21 hours after the eggs were put on the
battery because the river water temperature had cone up to near that of
the heated water.

The jars were again doubled up as dead eggs were con-

tinually removed, and as the eggs were rolling very easily.

put into four jars after 29
eggs 3

hours.

days after starting them.

They were

Pungus began to appear on the dead.
Several pints of' bad eggs were re-

moved and placed in a separate jar on the fifth day in order to keep
them under observation.

This jar of bad eggs was thrown out and the

remaining eggs were concentrated into three jars 2 hours later.

remaining eggs were finally thrown out after about U days.

The
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GROUP IU, NO. I

Pggs taken:

_3)-5Ii

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

$18,720.

Method of transporting:

Water n.m. 50°?., p.m. 550f,

Air 520?.

Number of eggs per linear inch:
By airplane.

11.5.

gga shipped in sealed

gsllon jars of water.
Arrived at hatchery:

11:55 n.m.,

Temperature of water in shipped containers:
Hatchery conditions upon arrival:

10°F.

Water 500?, Air 1&8°F.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

3 3/se hours,

Time and method hardened:
Placed on battery:

From 1:15 p.m. until 5:00p.m.

hardened in original jars.

Batch A at 6:00 p.m., h#15511.

Batch B at

9:00 p.m.,
Conditions on battery:

Turbidity, trace.

Batch

i

Batch A;

Water

5Q07

Air

Water 1e9°F., Air 36°?., Turbidity, trace.

Fine.l disposition:

No hatch, eggs thrown out.

Remarks;

hours elapsed between the time that the eggs

Nearly

were taken and the time that they reached the hatchery.

The jars at

eggs were left out of water for one hour and 20 minutes after they
arrived, then placed in the big tank to temper.

One group (batch A)

was tempered for 3 hours and I5 minutes, then removed.

The eggs were

poured from the original jars into metal cans to be mucked. A clay
solution was then added into the cans of eggs and the eggs mucked for
20 minutes.

The eggs were then washed, in 50 degree river water, and

placed on the battery.
The second. group (batch B) was tempered, or allowed to harden

in

the original jars, for 7 hours, then mucked, washed, and placed on
the battery.

The two batches were mixed together and doubled up into
Since these eggs were mucked before

five jars 12 to 15 hours later.

being placed on the battery, they did not stick at any time,

Fungus

began to appear on the dead eggs on the third day, and were continu

The remaining eggs were finally

ally removed from time to time.

thrown out after about U days.
GROUP 111, NO. 2.

Eggs taken:

Water a.m. 5OF., p.m. 357., Air 52?.

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

82,96O. Number of eggs per linear inch:

Method of transporting:

By aixp1ane.

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.
krrived at hatchery:

11:55 e.ru.,

Temperature of water in shipped containers:
liatchery conditions upon arrival:

IQ0p.

Water 50?., Air 18Op.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

2 3/ hours.

Time and method hardened:
Pieced on battery:

From 1:15 p.m. until uOO p.m.

Rardened in trays, 2$ hours.

2:30 p.m., Is..1651i.

Conditions on battery:

Water 1e9°F., Air 5°F., Turbidity,

trace.

Final disposition:

11.5.

No hatch, eggs thrown out.
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Remarks:

Nearly 2 hours e1psed between the time that the eggs

were taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

The jars

of eggs were left out of the water for one hour and 20 minutes after
they arrived, then placed in the big tank to temper.

The eggs iu'e

tempered for 2 hours and 1e5 minutes, then removed from the jars and

placed in trays to harden.

They were hardened in the trays for 2$

hours, then removed and washed

in

19 degree river water, and placed

on the battery.
The eggs began sticking 1 hour and 1e5 minutes after being placed
on the battery.

The water was 4 degree warmer than 'when the eggs were

started. AU of the eggs 'were muckad with a clay solution after 3
hours on the battery.

Thereafter, the eggs rolled nicely.

Dead eggs

'were removed trou time to time. Pinally the remaining eggs Were
thrown out about 12 days after being started.

Eggs taken:

p.m.,

l651i.

Temperatures when taken:

Number of eggs:

8k2,960.

Nethod of transporting:

Water

Air

Nimber of eggs per linear inch:
y airplane.

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.
Arrival at hatchery:

5:30 p.m.,

Temperature of water in shipped containers:
Hatchery cond.ttiona upon arrival:

5174

Water 5O°., Air

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

3.0.#.

Not tempered, placed immediately in trays.

Time and method hardened:
lower battery.

Batch A, 23

Placed on battery:

Rardened in trays, in river water in the

hours.

Batch B, 1l hours.

Batch A, 5:00 p.m., 1i175. Batch B, 10:30

a.m., k-l8-5)i.

Conditions on battery:

Batch Aj

Water 94°P., Air 56°7.

Batch B; Water i74°t., Air 501., Turbidity, trace.
Final disposition: No hatch, eggs throvn out.
Remarks:

About 3 hours elapsed between the time that the eggs were

taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

The jars of eggs

were not tempered, but Vera placed ianedietely in trays in trays in the
basement, to harden.

for 23

hours.

Batch A was removed from the trays after hardening

They were muckad with a clay solution, washed, and plac-

ed on th. battery.

Since all of the eggs

t111 felt very soft, the re-

maiming eggs (batch B) were left to harden a bit longer.
Batch B was removed from the trays after hardening for Iii hours.

They were mucked with a clay solution, washed, ant placed on the battery.
None of the eggs stuck after being inucked and. started
entire grot

Rowever, this

did not harden properly, even though plenty of time was

Uoved for this.

Dead eggs were removed periodically. linaUy, the

remaining ones were discarded, too.
GROUP V.

Eggs taken:

p.m., i-16-5i..

temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

Water

Air 5507,

877,200.

Method of transporting:

By airplane.

Rggs shipped in sealed
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gaUou jars of water.
Arrived, at hatchery:

11:30 a.m., I.18..514.

Temperature of water in shipped containers:
}letchery conditions upon arrival:

42°F.

Water 1i7°r., Air 50°?.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

23 hours.

From 11:30 a.m.,

until

10:30 e.m., 449.54..
Time and method hardened.:

Placed on battery:

Remarks:

horn's.

11:00 a.m.,

Conditions on battery:
Final dispoaltion:

In trays for 2k

Water 56°?., Air 57Y., Turbidity, trace.

No hatch, eggs thrown out.

At least ko hours elapsed between the time that the eggs

were taken and the time that they arrived at the hatchery.
eggs were immediately placed in the big tank to temper.

The jars of

They were left

in the jars to temper for 23 hours. AU told, 'the eggs were in the jars
about 63 hours before being removed and placed in trays to harden.

hardening for another 2

After

hours, they were removed from the trays, muck.-

ed with a clay solution, washed, and placed on the battery.

Thus, about

87 hours elapsed between the time that the eggs were taken and the
time that they were placed on the battery.
The boiler 'was turned off when the eggs were brought into the

hatchery, but bed been turned on by the time that they were placed on
the battery.

It was turned off again after the eggs had been on the

battery for about two days.

The trace of turbidity had disappeared

from the river water before the eggs were removed from the battery.
Finally, all of the eggs were thrown out, as they were riot hatching.

GROUP I.

Eggs taken:

11.22...51.

Temperatures when taken:

Water s.m.

p.m. 113°F.;

Air a.m. 38, p.m. 110.

Number of eggs;

23,980.

Method of transporting:
airplane to the hatchery.

By automobile to Lake Darling, then by

In sealed jars of water.

Arrived at hatchery:

5:00 p.m.,

Temperature of water in shipped containers;
flatchery conditions upon arrival:

56°F.

Water l$°P, Air 68°P.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered:

34 hours.

Thne and method hardened:

Placed on battery:

hours.

11:00 a.m., 11.25.514.

Ccmditions on battery:
Eggs eyed:

Zn trays for 11O

Water 1490?., Air 55°?., Turbidity, none.

9:00 a.m., 54.511.

Conditions:

Water 1460?., Air 1150?., Turbidity, none.

Final disposition:

Eyed eggs stocked in the Shayenne River,

5i.8..51ê.

Remarks:

A little more then 214 hours elapsed between the time

that the eggs were taken end the time that they arrived at the hatchery.
The jars of eggs were placed in the big tank to temper inme&tate3.y.

After tempering for 34 hours, the eggs were removed from the jars end
placed in trays to harden.

They hardened for ko hours, then were re

moved from the trays and placed on the upstairs battery, on veil water,

Time tempered:

Not tempered.

Time and method hardened:
Placed on battery:

11:00 a.m.,

Couditions on battery:
Eggs eyed:

In trays for L7 hours.

Water 90t., Air 52°?., Turbidity, trace.

1:0Q p.m.,

Conditions: Water 19°y., Air 670?., Turbidity, trace.
Eggs hatched:
Conditions:

8:00 e.a.,

Water 500?., Air ia0?., Turbidity, none.

Final disposition:

250,000

embryos were stocked in Lake

Teveukon,
Eemarke:

Groups I and II were mixed together during shipment

to the hatchery, thus were treated as one group frou that time on.
At least a day and $ half elapsed between the time that the eggs in
Group I were taken end the time that they arrived at the hatchery.
Just a few hours elapsed fran the time that the eggs in group II 'vez'e

taken until they reached the hatchery.

The eggs were not tempered, but

were placed inmediate1y in trays to harden.

After hardening for 17

hours, they were removed fran the trays, niucked with a clay solution,

washed, and placed on the battery.
Since the eggs were mucked at the start, they did not stick at
any time

Dead eggs were continns1lp removed throughout the hatching

period. The eggs began to eye.out 6 days after being placed on the
battery.

About B days after being started, they began to batch.

TWO

"ed and fifty thuuand embryos were stocked that night, in Lake
kon. A l9 batch 'was obtained.

GROUP UI.

Number of eggs:

928,000.

Method of transporting:

By automobile.

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.

Arrived at hatchery:

2:00 p.m., I4.l9..5k.

Tentperature of water in shipped containers:

Batchery conditions

on arrival:

39°P.

Water i7°F., Mr 540F.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tenpered:

2 hours,

Time and method hardened;
Placed on battery:

12:00 p.m., I42l44.

Conditions on battery;
linal &tspoaition;
Remarks:

In jars for 22 hours.

Water '48Y., Air 2°$., Turbidity, trace,

No hatch, eggs thrown out.

The original "shipping ticket" that should have arrived

with the group was missing.

Therefore, the time and date of egg'taking

and the conditions at the eggtaking station were not known.

This

group was transported by automobile, instead of by airplane,

The jars

of eggs were ixw.nediately placed in the big tank to tenper.

After tem.

paring for 2 hours, the eggs were washed in their original containers,
then left in them to harden.

kfter hardening in the jars for another

22 hours, the eggs were removed ud placed on the battery in the base.
merit, on river water.

One jar of eggs was decomposing and wee thrown

out at that time.

The eggs were kept under observation for a few days, then the
entire group was thrown out.

GROUP V.

Eggs taken:

1:00 to 3:30 p.m.,

21.514.

Tres when taken: Water 142°?., Air 115°!.
Number of eggs:

2,561,8211,

Method of transporting: By airplane.

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.
Arrived at hatchery:

1:00 p.m.,

Hatchery conditions upon arrival:

Turbidity, river, tracej
Time tempered:

water 116°#., Air o°?.,

well, 110 p.p.m.

1 hour.

Time and method hardened:
Placed on battery:

In trays tar 8 hours,

10:00 p.m., 14.22.514.

Conditions on battery:

Water 14707., Air 116°., Turbidity, 375

p.p.m.
Changed to river water:
Conditions:

Water 119°?., Air 57°?., Turbidity, trace.

Final disposition:
Remarks:

5:00 p.m.,

No hatch, eggs thrown out.

At the egg.teking station, the fish were cribbed for 214

hours and/or less before the eggs were takezi

The eggs were then kept

in jars for 2Z hours before being transported to the hatchery.

Upon

arrival at the hatchery, the jars of eggs were placed immediately in the
big tank to temper.

After tenjering for one hour, the eggs were removed

fz'cm the jars and placed in trays to harden.

The eggs hardened for 8

hours, then ware removed, mucked with a clay solution, washed, and
placed on the upstairs battery, on well water.

They did not stick, since

they had been mucked before beirg started.

The eggs were kept on the well water for

3 hours.

When first

put on, the water was very turbid (375 p.p.m.), but cleared i

consid

erably before the eggs were moved to the basement. At the tine the
eggs were transferred to the basement battery, the turbidity of the
well water had increased from a trace to 50 p.p.m. again.

The eggs

were then put on river water, which had a trace of turbidity em had
one degree higher in temperature

Dead eggs were removed periodically,

then the entire group wee discarded after 11. days.

GROUP VI.

Eggs taken:

10:30 s.m. to 12:00 p.m.,

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

'2351..

Water 242°?., Air i8°7.

2,105,280.

By 55fl

Method of transporting;

Eggs $1XLj)5d in sealed

gallon jars of water.

Arrived at hatchery:

5:00 p.m., 14.23-5.

Temperature of water in shipped container:
Hatchery conditions upon arrival:
ity, river, trace;
Time tempered;

Water hi8°t., Air 68°F., TUZ'bid.

well, 170 p.p.m.
20 hours.

Time and method hardened:
Placed on battery:

Final disposition:

In trays for 149 hours.

2:00 p.m., 1&26.5.

Conditions on battery:

Remarks:

57°?.

Water 14!)01., Air 148°?., Turbidity, none.

No hatch, eggs thrown Out.

From 5 to 6 hours elapsed from the time that the eggs
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were taken until they arrived at the hatchery.

Upon arrival at the

hatchery, the jars ot eggs were placed irmed±ately in the big tank to
temper.

After tempering for i6 hours, 8 of the original 12 jars were

sent to the hatchery at Valley city.

The remaining 6i4,o4o eggs were

allowed to harden in trays for 49 hours, after having tempered for a
total of 20 hours.

They ware tempered and hardened in well water.

When removed from the tempering jars, the eggs were washed, then

placed n the trays to harden.

After hardening, the eggs were removed,

washed again1 end pieced on the battery in the basement in river water.

The eggs began sticking 16 hours after being placed on the battery.
During the second day on the battery the eggs turned very dark in color,
They were not worked over while they were sticking, a feather being used
but once in a while to keep them from floating out of the jars.

Finally

the eggs worked loose and began to roil again in about 36 hours.

Dead

eggs were removed periodically, and the entire group was thrown out by
the 7th day.

A total time of 74 hours elapsed between the time that the eggs
were taken end the time that they were placed on the battery.

Twenty.

five hours passed beZore they were removed from the original jars.
GROUP VII.

Eggs taken:

11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., l424..54.

Temperatures when taken:
Number of eggs:

1,574,960.

Method of transporting:
gallon jars of water.

Water 45°F., Air 48°F.

By automobile.

Eggs shipped in sealed

Arrived at hatchery:

6:00 p.m., 14.25514.

atcher3r conditions upon arrival:

Water 50°?., Air 5607.,

Turbidity, none.
Time tempered:

1 hour.

Time end method baz'dened:

Placed on battery:

hours.

10:30 a.m., 1427.5k.

Conditions on battery:
eggs e3red:

in trays for 39

Water 149°F.1 Air l49F,, Turbidity, none.

8:00 a.m., 5.14.514.

Conditions:

Water 141°p., Air 314°F., Turbidity, none.

Final disposition:

About 10,000 eyed eggs stocked in Sheyenne

River, 5:30 p.m., 5..6..514.

emazks:

The fish were cribbed for 214 hou5 and/or less before

eggs ware taken.

autcmobile

The eggs were then transported to the hatchery by

About 30 hours elapsed between the time that the eggs were

taken and the time that they reached the hatchery.

Upon arriving at

the hatchery, they were placed imeediately in the big tank to temper.
The jars of eggs tempered for one hour.

They were then removed from

the jars and placed in trays to harden.

After hardening for 39

hours,

the eggs were removed from the trays, washed, and placed on the battery
in the basement, on river water.

The eggs had been tempered and harden'.

ad in well water.

The eggs began sticking ? hours after being placed on the battery.
They were not worked over while sticking, but were feathered only often
enough to keep them from floating out of the jars.

The eggs began to

roll freely again about 36 hours later. A large number of dead eggs
was thrown out 6 days after being placed on the battery.

The remaining

eggs began to eye.out in about? days.

These eyed eggs, about 10,000,

were stocked in the Sheyenne River 9 days after starting on the battery,
and 32 days after being taken from the fish.

The eggs were kept in the original jars for about l hours before
Seventy and one*h*lt hours elapsed

being put in the hardening trays.

between the time that the eggs were taken and the time that they were
placed on the battery.
GROUP VIII.

Eggs taken:

9:00 to 10:)i5 a.m.,

Temperatures when taken:
Eggs, number:

Water ZJe°F., kta?

1,399,520.

Method of transporting:

By automobile.

Eggs shipped in sealed

gallon jars of water.

6:00 p.m., I25.5.

Arrived at hatchery:

hatchery conditions upon arrival:

Water 50°?., Air

?urbi&tty, none.
¶ime tempered:

64 and I4O

Time and methc$ hardened:
Placed on battery:

In trays for 1 week.

2:00 p.m., 5..3..514.

Conditions on battery:

Final disposition:
Remarks:

hours.

Water 12°?., Air 38°F., Turbidity, none.

No hatch, all eggs thrown out.

At least 7 hours elapsed between the time the eggs were

taken arid the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

The jars of eggs

were put immediately in the big tank to temper in well water.
lids were removed after 3

The jar

hours and the jars were left under the water.

ggs from half of the jars vera placed. in trays to

ing for 26- hours,

hours

den after temper.

The remaining eggs were p1aed. in trays after kO

The eggs were allowed to harden in the trays, then were left

there to hatch. AU of the battery jars were full at the time.

There-

fore, the eggs in the trays were turned every hour or so.
The eggs were removed. from the trays, dead eggs removed, and
placed. on the battery in the basement, oi river water, after having
been in the trays fox' about one week.

After being on the battery for

another week, all of the eggs were thrown out.

GROUPS U AND I.

Bggs taken:
Group i;

Group IX;

12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,

9:00 to 10:00 e.m.,

Temperatures when taken:
Group I;

11.27.511.

Group IX;

Water 1414°p., Air 115°?.

Water 111#°p., Aix' 142°F.

Nuabex' of eggs:

Group U; 1,052,6140.

Netbod of transporting:

plane to the hatchery.

Group 1;

877,200.

By automobile to Bismax'ck, then by air'.

In gallon jars of water.

Arx've8 at hatchery:

:30 p.m., 14-27.5k.

Hatchery conditions upon arrival:

Water 48°!., Air 5807.,

Turbidity, none.
Time tevpered:

16 hours.

Time and method. hardened

Placed on battery:

11.30.514 and 2:00 p.m., 5..35I4r.

Con&ttions on battery:

none

River;

In trays for 2 to 5 days.

Well;

Water 146°F., Air 3507., Turbidity,

Water 1420,., Air 38°F., Turbidity, none.

Ftal isposttic*:

A !i A

io hatch, eggs thrown out,

1TIA !D :

r:

I'7)

TZ'I

!'T3 !&:
eleven jars *z'e sent tO the Valley Ctti hatchery, e
placed in trays to h*rOe,..

Captured at 3e3,d Rill Reseoir:
[kiTi

Igga taken:

12:00 p.vt.,

Tsnperatures vker tak*
Nueber of eggs:

877,200.

l7.b5

Watefl, Air

the rest were

Arrived at )*tchor7:

2:00 p.m, iiB.5I.

Ikitchery citiens upen errtvais Water 13p, Air
Tu*iditi, trace.
Time tempered:

Jars, 7 hours. Pelt, eat tampered.

Time aM method hardex*d:

tar

Jars, not hardened. Pail, in trays

hours.
on battez

Jarej

9:00 p.m., 14464. Pedi.

3:00 p.m.,

ø20*574.

Conditions an battery*

Ity, tr'cs.

Pail:

Jars: Water

W*ter

Aix'

Turbid.

2J'.;

Air 319°F.; Trbidity, tx'aae.

tinai. dispositions No batch, eggs thrown ant.
;-

7 ;WT

E1r;

ITI
)

hours e3apsed between the time that the eggs were taken med the time

that thai arrived at the hatchery, They mere shipped in both sealed

jan aM in an open pail. The e

in the jars mere termed batch.A

and those in the open pail mere betchE.

BatchA: As soen as the eggs arrived at the hatchery, the jars
mere, pisced in the big tank to temper. Atter tempering tan' 7 hours,

open psi]. mere x'enced and placed in trays to harden. They mere not

tempered.

After hardening for 149 hours, the eggs were rezncwed from

the trays, inzcked in a clay solution, washed., and placed on the battery.

The eggs from both batches were kept wider observation for several
days, then the entire gromp was &tscarded
GROUP It.

Eggs taken:

2:30 p.m., 142344.

Temperatures when taken:
IIumber of eggs:

Water 1420?., Air 59°$'.

1,608,200.

Method of transporting:

By truck.

Eggs shipped in open contain-

ers of water.
Arrived at hatchery:

6:oo p.m., 14.23..514.

1etchery conditions upon arrivel:

Water 148°p., Air 66°?.,

Turbidity, trace.
Time tempered;

in trays for 20 hours.

Batch.'.A

Batch-B;

in trays, but time not known,
Placed cm battery:

2:00 p.m., 4.211..51e.

Conditions on battery:

Water 148°?., Air 57°?., Turbidity, 0 to

125 p.p.m.
gga eyed:

8:20 a.m.,

Conditions:
Eggs batched:

Water 1430?., Air 314°F., Turbidity, none.
9:00 a.m., 5..9..514.

Viz*1 disposition:
Remerks:

Ji.$14.

31i% patch, fry moved to rearing ponds.

Three and oneha1f hours elapsed between the time that

the eggs vera taken end the time that they arrived at the hatchery.

They were transported to the hatchery in open containers of water, and
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hauled by pick-u9 track.

The eggs in the ename1ware container (Batch-

A) were not tempered, but were put jmiediate1y in trays to berden.
'2hose in the metal bucket (Batch'.B) were teaperatt in the tax3k for a

while, then placed. in trays.

After hardening for about 20 hours, the

eggs were removed frais the trays, weshed, and put on the battery

upstairs, on wefl water.

The eggs stuck in the jars for a short time, then vozted free by
themselves. The dead. eggs remained firm and orange for several days,
end did not separate froat the good ones.

After about 12 days on the

battery, they began to separate and work to the tc, As they did so,
they were removed and placed on separate jars instead of being thrown
sway.

or the next three days the dead eggs were removed. about twice

a day, and placed on separate jars. AU jars of bad eggs were put on
river water in the basement.

The remaining good eggs began to eye-out

10 days after being put on the battery.
after starting.

They began to latch 5 days

During the last week on the battery, the water tem

peraturee dropped about 8 degrees, then slowly began to rise again.
A 34* hatch was obtained.

GROUP lIZ

Eggs taken:

11:00 a.m., I255b..

Number of eggs:

321,64O.

tthod of transporting:

By truck.

Eggs ehiped. in sealed. gallon

jars of water.
Arrived. at hatchery:

2:30 p.zu., 1..25.51l.

Hatchery conditions upon arrival:

Water 149°?., Air 61°F.
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Turbidity, none.
Time tespered.:

3 hour's.

Time and method. hardened:
Placed. on battery:

In trays for ko hours.

10:00 a.m.,

.27-53.

Conditions on battery: Water 9°P., Air 1l8°7., Turbidity, none.
Eggs eyed:

12:00 s.m., 5..7..5.

Conditions:

Water I7°p., Air 31.°F., Turbidity, none.

Eggs hatched:

9:00 a.m., 51.9..5Zi.

Final dispositjn:
Remarks:

35 patch, fry moved to rearing ponds.

Three end one.balf hours elapsed between the time that

the eggs were taken and the tine that they reached the hatchery.

The

eggs were thoroughly washed innaediately after having been taken fran

the females and fertilized with sperm.
jars of water and sealed. under water.

They were then placed in gallon
The jars of eggs were then put

in a truck and taken izmnediate].y to the hatchery. Upon arriving at the
hatchery, the jars vex's placed in the big tank to tenper.

After tempex"

ing for 3 hours, the eggs were removed fran the jars, washed, and placed
in trays to harden.

They vex's left in the hardening trays for 40 hours,

then removed, washed again, and put on the battery upstairs.
The eggs did not stick at any time, but rolled freely throughout
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the rnter temperatures &roped about 8 degreeS, then began to 1ov3t

rise again. A 35

batch was obtained.

The percent of hatch of each tdiyitU
from 0 to 35 percent.

group of eggs ranged

The BuflalO Lodge lake groups rengd from

0 to 9 percent, the Lake Darling groupS ranged from 0 to 19 percent,
and those in the Bald Kill Reservoir groupS ranged from 0 to 35 percent.
The averse hatching percent for the groups train the variouS egg-taki
stations was as follows:

Bnftale Lodge Lake .8, Lake Darling 2.5, and

Bald Kill Reservoir 23.5

The tatal average hatching percentage for

5Is

injury to the eggs through crushing, smothering, or bumping against
each other.

No correlation could be determined between the hatching success
and the method of transportation, except that those eggs transported
by truck from a shorter distance had a much better over..eU percent
of hatch.

It is, therefore, believed that the method of trensporta

tion did not affect the eventual hatching success.
It appeared that a large percentage of the eggs war's dead upon
arrival at the hatchery.

This could have been due to several factor's:

Too many eggs were taken from each fish, resulting
in many unripe and injuz'ed eggs, as veU as unfertilized ones.

resulting in foreign matter, blood, etc. being shipped with

eggs, end in eggs sticking together.
Eggs were handled too roughly during 'washing and plec..
ing in containers, thereby cr'ttsidng and Inj'&ZriZZg some.

Too many eggs were placed in each container, thus,

many era crushed.
Containers of eggs were held at the eggtaking station
too long before being transported to the hatchery, resulting
in many eggs beginning to decompose by the time they reached
the hatchery.

Eggs were transported too tar, resulting in long delays

Water temperatures at the taking stations and at the hatchery seesed to have no intlnenae on the resulting hatch success.

However, the

warmer teuperatures uzintained in the hatchery for a short time incresB
ad. the develqpntent and thus shortened. the hatching time of the eggs.

The size of the eggs arriving at the hatchery was nearly the same
for all groups but two.

Al). of the groups of eggs that bed any hatcb'

ing success were of the larger sizes.
Provided. that the eggs were in good. shape when they arrived at

the hatchery, the condition of the water in the hatchery appeared to
have the greatest influence as to how the groups would. turn out.
Water that was supplied front the river contained algae, silt, and otlaer

particles that coated the eggs anti appeared to smother or otherwise
affect them.

Gas produced by the algae formed bubbles on the eggs

and at times floated many of them out of the hatching jars.

insects

1* the river water, particularly water boatman, attached themselves
to the eggs and. thus floated to the top with the eggs, resulting in the

loss of these eggs

Dead organic matter in the river water provided a

suitable envirormient for fungus to get a start.

tamed a fairly heavy growth of this fungus.

The river water con

This fungus growth

attacked the dead eggs, but wee not as harmful as the algae end the
silt.

Mineral content remained constant, and oxygen content remained

adequate throughout the hatching period, end appeared to have no iu
fluence on the results.
The well water contained no algae or' foreign matter

None of

the groups of eggs that were switched frost veil water to river water
or in the reverse manner had any hatch.

Those groups run entirely

cm river water bed. hatching success ranging

Om a to 19%.

run entirely on well water had a 2 to 35* of hatch.

The groups

However, this may
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have been due to the fact that the latter groups were considered to be
better than the others and were left

on well water all of the time.

AU of the groups with successful hatches were hardened in trays
or were hardened before being shipped to the hatchery.

Those harden.

ad. by other methods such as those in bags, in jars, etc., did not have

any success. AU of the groups with successful hatches were tenpared
not more than three hours.

None of the batches tecering for longer

periods hatched out.
The eggs in all of the groups with hatching success were not held
in the original shipping containers longer then 31 hours.
Those eggs that were worked over with feathers fared no better
than those not touched.

The eggs mueked with the clay or corn starch

solutions bad no advantage over the untreated onea
higher percent of hatch.

in

bringing about a

Whether the eggs stuck in the jars or not had

no correlation with the hatching success
The use of plastic and glass battery jars resulted in no particular
difference in hatching percentage.

The plastic jars were much lighter

in weight then were the glass ones and they were not as fragile as those
of glass.

Hence, the plastic jars were much easier to work with.

Hatchery conditions were too crowded with eggs to properly care
tar them all in such a way as to obtain a good percentage of hatch.
The time elapse frost the taking of the eggs until they arrived, at

the hateherie

correlated with the hatching success somewhat.

The

groups with the best percentage of hatch arrived within 3' hours,

whereas those being held for longer periods at the taking stations had

varying results. Following is the correlation of hatching success at
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the Lisbon aM Valley City hatcheries with the average time elapse
from the time the eggs were taken until they reached the hatoheri (see
plate 1):

Lisbon

The average time .e3.epse that is the highest has the

eat hatching success end so

on

in inverse ratio.

There is a direct

correlation in each group.

Valley City - AU percents directly correlate in an inverse
ratio, except the groups from the Buffalo Lodge Lake Station.

How.

ever, the time elapse was the highest and the hatching success was
still extremely low.

The shipments of eggs were made from a mii(mum distance of about
50 miles and a maximum of about 260 atr-eiles.

of

The percent of hatch

all the eggs from the shorter distance was much better than that fox'

the groups from farther away.

In fact, the batching success at both

the Lisbon end Valley City hatcheries was best for those groups from

the shortest distance away. Poflowing is the correlation of distance
each egg.tsking station is from the hatcheries and the batching suc
cess of groups from those stations (see plate 2):

Lisbon

There is a direct correlation in an inverse

ratio, except for the Buffalo Lodge Lake groups.

However,

the distance is greet and. the resulting hatch was very poor.

Valley City - There is a direct correlation in an inverse
ratio in all groups.

The farther the eggs were transported,

the poorer the percent at hatch.
station bad a much higher success.

Those from a much closer

CONCLUSIONS

truck, see,ea not to

fect the eggs as much as the care of traMpoz't-

in them and care taken not to jar or crush them.

If jars are to be

used, not more than onefourth to one.half of the jar should be fiUe
with eggs.
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Prom the results of these experiments sx4 those of' other orgen

izetions, it appears that the factors influencing the resulting hatches
most are those that occur before the eggs are transported. to the hatch

The eggs should be tempered upon arrival at the hatchery, if the
temperatures in the shipped containers differ from that of the hatchery.

The time tempered need not be for more than one'.}zaU hou. In fact,
the eggs shou34 be removed from the shipping containers as soon as

possible and placed either in trays or more preferab]y in the hatching
,jars

Providing that the eggs are in good shape when they arrive at

the hatchery, they may be held in trays for as long as 2s. hours vith
no apparent berm.

This practice should be carried on only if there

are no battery jars available at the time.
The hatchery water supply should be as free of foreign matter,

free frcan most of the foreign materials mentioned above

Well or

spring water has a more consistent temperature, which is also more
to be desired, unless the water temperatures are to be controlled at
the hatchery.

Varying or changing water temperatures seem to have no affect on
the resulting hatch of the eggs, but do govern the length of time that
it takes for the eggs to hatch and apparently affects the adhesiveness
of the eggs.

Xf the eggs do stick in the battery jars, it is not reccm

flended that they be nucked or feathered more than is necesur3r to keep

them in the jars.

Figure 1.

Locations of Retcheries sth Egg Taking Stations involved

1,

Lake Darling.

2.

Buffalo Lodge Lake.

3.

Bald Ri13. Reservoir.

),

Valley City Federal Piab Hatchery

5

Lisbon State Fish Hatchery
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Plate 1.

Relationship of hatching success at both the Lisbon

and Valley City hatcberies to the number of hours of time elapsed betseon the time that the eggs were taken and the time that they arrived
at the hatcheries

As in all of the following graphs, initials used

stand for the place that the eggs were taken at.

Lake, LD

Lake Darling, BR

Rt - Buffalo Lodge

Bald Hill Reservoir, and SR - Sheyexme

River.

Plate 2.

Relationship of hatching success at both the Lisbon

and Valley City hatcheries to the distance in miles that the eggs
were transported from egg-takixzg station to hatchery.

Plate 3.

Average daily water temperatures at the Lisbon Hatchery

during the hatchery operations.

The solid line represents the average

daily temperatures and the dots indicate the daily maximum and minimum
temperatures.

The upper graph shows the river water temperatures.

The center graph shows the temperatures of the upstairs battery.
Until April 22, the battery was run on river water that could be con-.
trailed.

From that date on, it was run on unheated. wall-water.

lower graph indicates the temperatures of the basement battery.
April 22, it was run on water from the upper battery.

operations.

of water.

Until

Prom that date

on, it was run by gravity feed directly from the river.
Plate i.

The

Outside air teupersturee throughout the hatchery
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Plate 6.

Turbidity of the river and veil water throughout the

hatchery operations.

Plate 7. A

Ratebing success for groups from the various egg-

taking stations at the Lisbon Hatchery.

B

Average time the eggs

from the various stations were tempered upon arrival at the hatchery.
C - Average time the eggs from the various stations were hardened at
the hatchery.

D

Hours of time elapse between the time that the

eggs were taken ard the time that they were placed on the battery.
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